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BEST BET R2 17:44

Atomic Zulu Brindle D

T: Mark Moroney
The Hound Says: Query runner who is first up
here off a lengthy break, has shown good ability in
Victoria and expecting him to take all sorts of
beating

NEXT BEST R6 19:06

Divorce
Source

Black
D

T: Gary Smith
The Hound Says: Well backed in the heats and was
comfortably the fastest qualifier when winning in
25.60, drawn to lead these and clearly the one to
beat again

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7, 1 
Race 6 - 1 
Race 7 - 1, 3, 5 
Race 8 - 6, 1, 4 

$20 for 111.11%

R1 LADBROKE IT! MAIDEN Maiden 350m 17:22

ISLAND PRINCESS (1) was in the market here on
debut but slowly away and never in the race, race
experience and more favourable draw can result
in sharp improvement. BOKARM FLASH (6) is on
debut and the litter has produced an early
maiden winner, can threaten. SIR ZANELLOTTI (8)
did enough here two back and GREAT MARLOW
(5) has each way claims
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3.
4.
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9.
10.

Tips

R2 FAIR DINKUM BUILDS CV SHEDS 5th Grade 450m 17:44

ATOMIC ZULU (6) is the query runner, returns
from a lengthy break tonight after showing
plenty of ability down in Victoria and expecting
him to take all sorts of beating. REGGIE QUINN
(2) has been ok in much stronger grade here in
recent weeks and is a lot better suited tonight.
ORARA JOE (1) has a turn of speed mid race and
must be respected

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R3VALLEY PROTECTIVE SERVICES 1-3 WIN HEAT 1
1-3 Wins

5th
Grade 450m 18:04

DANTE BALE (6) is new here, shown early ability
in Victoria and expecting him to take plenty of
beating with even luck tonight. IZZY NO TALK (8)
is slow early but will be finding the line and is
knocking on the door after recent placings.
ORARA DOUG (7) looks to have plenty of upside
and can be suited rising in trip. AIM HIGH (3)
must be respected

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R4VALLEY PROTECTIVE SERVICES 1-3 WIN HEAT 2
1-3 Wins

5th
Grade 450m 18:24

DISTANT FLASH (7) is slow early but gets mobile
mid race and will be finding the line well, handles
a wide draw and should take plenty of beating.
NICOLE MARIA (2) is in astute hands and drawn
to see every chance tonight, must be respected.
COMPANY YOU KEEP (3) has shown enough
ability in QLD to give this a shake. HIGH RANGE
(8) looks the knockout

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R5 WESTLAWN FINANCE NG1-4 450m 18:46

RUSHFORTH ALLY (7) has early speed and
handles all box draws, 20 time career winner and
been racing in superb form here recently, very
hard to beat. ISURAVA (1) comes through some
strong races and drawn to see every chance,
capable of threatening. SAL'S BLUE BOY (5) was a
slick 25.37 winner here recently and ALL LIES
AHEAD (4) should be competitive

1.
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R6GDSC 5TH GRADE MAX 150 POINTS FINAL 5th
Grade Seri

5th
Grade 450m 19:06

DIVORCE SOURCE (1) showed good early speed in
the heats to lead and was comfortably the fastest
qualifier, ideally drawn on the rails and clearly
the one to beat off that performance. WATCH
THE SHOW (2) won nicely off this draw last week
and can keep the favourite honest with a repeat.
DOING LIFE (5) and CLOCK THE ZIPPER (7) have
place claims
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Tips
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R7 LADBROKES 1-2 WIN FINAL 1-2 Wins F 5th Grade 350m 19:28

EXPRESS TRAIN (1) has good speed when hitting
the ground and drawn to receive all favours
today, should take beating. LARA DUTTON (3) has
won 2 from 3 so far and loaded with upside, can
give this a shake. GILBERT'S HELMET (5) will need
luck from the draw but shown good early ability.
NOBLE GAMBLER (7) is in consistent form and
can threaten again
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Tips

R8 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 5th Grade 350m 19:44

LIGHTNING ROD (6) is a risky beginner but has
good speed when hitting the ground and excels
over this T/D, looks the one to beat. IT'S A ZOO
(1) is suited coming back in distance tonight and
drawn to receive all favours, big show. THIRD
ELEMENT (4) has early speed and knocking on
the door after recent placings. TRUE BLUE MOON
(5) can run well

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
5.
6.
7.
8. N/A
9.
10.

Tips

R9 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 5th Grade 350m 20:08

DISORDERLY (1) is a smart pup with a good turn
of speed when hitting the ground, ideally drawn
on the rails and in top form at present, huge
chance. CASH GLORY (8) is a smart pup who
comes into this fresh off a break, winner of 3
from 5 over this T/D with a 19.86pb. LIL MISS
MILES (5) is a consistent type with good speed
and can win this
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Tips

R10 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 350m 20:30

SKY GAMBLER (8) is a fast beginner who has won
3 of his past 5 starts in QLD, handles a wide draw
and only needs to hold that level to give this a
shake. LAMIA MILANIA (4) has been going well in
QLD and should be able to offset the middle
draw, big show. TOAD'S TURNPIKE (6) has good
speed in clear air and KINGSBRAE PUMBAA (1)
also has claims

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R11 ADVANCED ELECTRICAL & DATA 3rd/4th Grade 350m 20:50

WHISPERING JACK (3) is risky at box rise but has
good speed when hitting the ground and excels
over this T/D having won 5 from 7. CASH
DESTROYER (4) is fresh off a lengthy break, has a
mix of speed and strength and will take beating if
ready to go. GAME ON (8) is in top form and
ideally drawn in Box 8. LADY VIRGINIA (7) should
be competitive
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